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How to Research the 

Entrepreneurial Process 



Actuality 

• “European paradox” => Entrepreneurial process 

• The gap between process orientation in the 
classroom (pedagogy) and academic variance 
research models (McMullen and Dimov 2013) . 

• Insufficient knowledge about the methodology base 
to study the entrepreneurial process itself (Moroz 
and Hindle 2012).  

• Entrepreneurial process - success factor for smart 
specialisation policy focusing on the innovation and 
smart growth agenda of the Europe2020 strategy.  
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Entrepreneurial process 

• … frequently in the form of venture 

creation, has been acknowledged by 

researchers as one of the central 

research topics. 

• … the main concept to define the 

entrepreneurship discipline.  



Research gap 
• Poor models of the entrepreneurial (venture 

launch) process appear as the barrier to develop 
better policy, training and support system for 
future knowledge-driven high potential entrepre-
neurship/SMEs and new ventures to drive the 
smart specialisation economy thereof. 

• Embeddedness of stages and components of 
entrepreneurial and learning process (in resource 
based view context of SME, knowledge manage-
ment, …)?  
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• Variance approach models are based on static 

linkage of variables frequently targeted using 

statistical analysis, has led researches to high 

simplicity, potentially high generality and modest 

accuracy of results (generalisation based on 

Langley 1999).  

• Process theory approach using narrative and 

grounded theory methods can reach high accuracy 

(see Langley 1999), but also more sophisticated and 

potentially lower generality of results.  

Methodology gap 
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Methodology gap , cont-d 

• Variance theory remains “causally shallow” and 
therefore “temporal sequence of independent 
variables is critical” as is conclusion from 
process theory (Van de Ven & Engleman 2004).  

• There is no only single way to reach accuracy, 
generality and simplicity of sense-making 
(Langley 1999). 

• The models have not enough explanatory and 
predictive power for academic as well as for 
practical purposes.  
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Goal, tasks 

• To define key propositions in the contemporary 

entrepreneurial process research.  

 

 Need for: 

• => structuration of entrepreneurial process 

• => new models of entrepreneurial process 
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Opportunity Resources 

Team Creativity Leadership 

Communication 

Business Plan 

Fits & Gaps 

Founder 

State of art 

Entrepreneurial process, Timmons model, 1971 
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Bhave, 1994 

• Entrepreneurial process is an iterative, 

nonlinear, feedback driven, conceptual and 

physical process 
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via: Davidsson, 

2005 10 

Bhave’s two types 
of entrepreneurial 

processes, 1994 
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Model of entrepreneurial motivation 

and the entrepreneurship process, 

Shane et al, 2000 



How the components of entrepreneurship 

fit together: Davidsson, 2005 
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Two Approaches to Explaining Strategic Change 

Langley 1999   



Entrepreneurship as a process, Baron, Shane 2008 

Individual-Level Variables (skills, motives, characteristics of entrepreneurs) 

Groupi-Level Variables (ideas, input from others; effectiveness in interactions with venture 

Capitalists, customers, potential employees) 

Society-Level Variables (government policies, economic conditions, technology) 

Idea for New  

Product or ser- 

vice &/or  

Opportunity  

Recognition 

Initial Decision  

to Proceed 

Assembling the  
Required  

Resources  
(information,  

financial, people- 
related, etc) 

Actual Launch 

of New  

Venture 

Building a  

Successful 

Business 

Harvesting the  

Rewards  

(exit by founders) 

Time 

All phases are influenced by 

these three levels of variables 
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Dynamic Model of Effectuation, 
Sarasvathy 2003, Sarasvathy et al 2003 

Who I am 

What I know 

Whom I know 

What can 

I do? 

(self-confidence) 

Call people 

I know: 

Involvment 

Stakeholder 
commitments 

(Creativity) 

New 

means 

 

New 

goals 

 

Expanding cycle of resources 

Converging cycle of constraints on goals 

New Markets & 

other effectual 

Artifacts 

Goals 

Means 
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Entrepreneurial opportunities occur within a 

specific context. Jack, Anderson (2002).  

Entrepreneurship as an embedded socio-economic process 
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Propositions 

1. Higher explanatory and predictive power of study 
will be reached by synthesizing research models, 
widening & deepening the common intersection of 
the variance and the process theory approaches to 
the entrepreneurial process. 

2. Entrepreneurial ideas are developed in an 
experiential learning process. The entrepreneurial 
(learning) process model will describe the 
interrelationships of motivational, cognitive, 
virtual and physical components (variance theory) 
in exchange with the temporal process 
environment and feedback (process theory). 17 



Propositions, cont-d 

3. The entrepreneurial process will be identified and 
analysed as an alternately adapted sequence of 
(individual) entrepreneurial learning sub-processes 
and the impulsive or volitional acts from the 
opportunity discovery to the opportunity 
exploitation. 

4. The dynamic combination of the recurrent 
motivational, cognitive, mental and physical shapes 
corresponding to the single stages/sub-processes of 
entrepreneurial (learning) process, consistently 
embedded in several interlinked silos, will describe 
full entrepreneurial (learning) process. 18 



The model development and research 

strategy 

• Deeper categorisation and phenomenological 

analysis and sense-making based on variance 

and process theories of entrepreneurial process 

• Creating synthetic research model(s) integrating 

stronger sides of both – variance and process 

methodology approaches 

• Adjustment of the model(s) for new venture 

creation and business development process of 

SMEs 19 



Entrepreneurial process-based learning and venture creation 

model 

 
Skills 

Capabili-
ties 

  Motiva-

tion 

(Prior) 
Know-
ledge 

 

 

Social 

needs 

    Goal(s) 

Social 

assets 

 

 

Available   

resources 

  Business   

model 

4P-s 

Product  

 

Idea 

generation 

Opportunity 

recognition 

Opportunity 

development 

 

Resou-
rces: HR, 
IP, funds 

… 

  Team       
Leader-

ship 

Strategy  

 
Venture 

launch 

Propositions Idea development Concept development Business development 

Training + Coaching + Mentoring + Team work => Controlled learning, development, reflection and feedback & support system  

Business environment. Feedback to previous stages from following ones as the result of learning from the entrepreneurial process, 

incl. new goals & new means 

Who I am 

What I know 

Whom I know 

What I want? Why? 

What can I do? (self-

confidence) 

What I need do? 

Synergy? 

How to go? With 

Whom? 
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Conclusion 

• Although the first test of the model has been 

done, the real answers to the questions about 

“necessary and sufficient causality” and 

“generic and distinct” nature of the model is 

the task for further research. 
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